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Abstract Today, to stay competitive, organizations are in the quest to execute 
their business processes correctly and continuously. This need require to apply 
risk, security and business process management in a more integrated way. At 
the same time, business processes need to be more flexible and adaptable. Ha-
bitually, The business rules represent main driving force for adaptability and 
competitiveness in organizations. The ECA (Event-condition-action) is a popu-
lar way to incorporate flexibility into a process design. As well, separation of 
concerns becomes one of the cornerstone principle in software engineering, and 
it supports adaptation in several ways. In this paper, we propose a flexible way 
to integrate security concern into rule based business process modeling. First, 
we govern any business activity through our ECATE formalism (Event-
Condition-Action-Temporal condition- trigger Event) based on business rules. 
Then, we integrate the security requirements in a separate concern as EUCATE 
rules (a variant of ECATE rule). The rules based process will verified before 
being deployed in the runtime environment  
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1 Introduction 

Actually, companies are more to more in the quest to execute their business processes 
correctly and continuously. Within the last years, the private sector has noticed a 
growing need to improve security to meet tighter regulative and legal require-
ments[1].  This need forced organizations to integrate the capture of security require-
ment in the business process modeling.  
The early design of security requirements have some benefits [2] (1) use the security 
knowledge of security business process analysts at high level in modeling step. 
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(2)reduce potential costs avoiding the additional implementation of business process-
es security after  the implementation of business process. (3) simplify the capturing of 
the security requirements. As well, flexibility, adaptability and correctness, besides 
knowledge-intensiveness belong to the most challenging issues of business pro-
cess[3].  
The BPEL language does not provide any support for the specification of either au-
thorization policies or authorization constraints on the execution of activities compos-
ing a business process [4]. It is important that such an authorization model be high-
level and expressed in terms of entities that are relevant from the organizational per-
spective [4]. The regulations and policies in organizations are often expressed in 
terms of business rules that are sometimes defined as high-level structured statements 
that constrain, control, and influence the business logic [5]. Business rules are defined 
as[5]: ”the set of policies for regulating the whole business within and out-side an 
organization”. They represent main driving force for adaptability and competitive-
ness. The ECA pattern has been widely adopted for business rules [6].  They are an 
interest way to incorporate flexibility into a process design. And, they are a popular 
approach to catch unanticipated events and adapt to exceptions [7]. 
As well, separation of concerns provides a way to separate development of the func-
tionality and the crosscutting concerns (e.g., quality of service, security). This princi-
ple has become one of the cornerstone principle in software engineering, and has lead 
to a wide spread of aspect-oriented programming(AOP) approach [8].  
The advantages in addressing each concern separately are transparency, evolution, 
understandability and scalability. More, it is necessary to bring them together to un-
derstand which global system properties emerge at any given activity [9]. 
In order to incorporate flexibility and adaptability  into a business process design, and 
benefit of the advantages of separation of two concerns: security and functional in 
business process modeling, we propose, in this paper, a new rule based model that 
wants to improving  the flexibility, adaptability of business process. 
First, for the functional concern, we govern any business activity through our ECATE 
formalism (Event-Condition-Action-Temporal condition- trigger Event) based on 
business rules. Then, we integrate the security requirements in a separate concern as 
EUCATE rules (a variant of ECATE rule).  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we present rule 
based business process modeling as set of ECATE rules. The third section explain 
how to integrate flexibly the security requirement in the ECATE rules based process. 
The section 4 gives a related works. Finally, wrapped up by some concluding remarks 
and further required extensions of this work. 

2 A Rule based business process modeling 

2.1 Definition 

The process modeling aims to provide high-level specification independent from im-
plementation of such a specification. To support verification, validation, simulation of 
the automated process, the process modeling language provides the appropriate syntax 
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and semantics to specify the precise requirements of business processes and reflect 
the logic of the underlying process  
As given in[10], two formalisms on which the most predominant process modeling 
languages are developed, are graph-based formalism and rule based formalism. 
Rule-based approach proposes to model the logic of the process with a set of business 
rules. Each rule specifies properties of one or more business activity, such as the pre 
and post conditions of execution. In comparison with graph based approaches, the 
rule based approaches are more expressive and flexible [10]. They are able to express 
the temporal requirements. They take advantage in adaptation to ad hoc modification 
at runtime and exception. 
Business rules are considered as policies, laws and know-how for doing business in 
any cross-organizations. The ECA pattern has been widely adopted for business 
rules[6].  It is an interest way to incorporate flexibility into a process design. The E-C-
A paradigm has been the foundation for many rule-based processes modeling ap-
proaches. A survey of rule based approaches is given in [10]. 
 
To cope with flexibility, adaptability and temporal requirements of business process, 
we propose an ECA based formalism ECATE to govern business rules as follows: 
 

ON    Event  

IF  Condition 

DO  Action 

TIME  Constraint of execution Time 

Trigger  Post Event 

 
Its semantics is: for each concern (C) when the event (E) occurs, the activated rule 
evaluates the condition(C). The condition is either a Boolean expression or a SQL 
query on the database. If the condition is satisfied, the action (A) is executed. The 
Time (T) is a condition on the execution time. It captures the constraints of time. This 
condition is of type “before t”, “after t”, “during t” or  a combination of three types. 
before t means that the action A should be performed before the time t, “after t” 
means that the action A should be performed after the time t. “during t” means that 
the execution time of the action A should not exceed the time t. If the time constraint 
is violated then the process will be interrupted and a compensating action will be 
launched. The event triggered E design the set of events raised after the execution of 
the action.  

 

2.2 Example 

In order to give an intuitive idea about our formalism, let us consider the following 
scenario, inspired from [11]. Upon receipt of customer order, the calculation of the 
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initial price of the order and shipper selection is done simultaneously. When both 
tasks are complete, a purchase order is sent to the costumer. In case of acceptance, a 
bill is sent back to the customer. Finally, the bill is registered.  A Functional con-
straint exists in this scenario: the bill payments must be made 15 days before the de-
livery date. The security constraints in this scenario are: 1) the client must be authen-
ticated in the company system to control purchases. 2) The client must be authenticat-
ed in bank system to do banking. 3) If the amount of the bill exceeds some value m, 
the client must have an authorization between 08h00 and 19h00 to pay bill. The figure 
1 shows the modeling of the functional concern of this example. 

 
 

 
R2 

ON Receive 
Msg 

IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Select 
shipper 

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R4 
ON Select 

executed 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Calculate 
SP  

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R5 
ON IPC executed  

SPC executed  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

 Calcul 
 FP  

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

 R6 
ON FPC 

 executed 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Calculate 
Bil   

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R7 
ON BC  

executed 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Request 
 Pay Bil  

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R1 
ON Begin  

Process 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Request Order 
 

TIME - 
TRIGGER Send Message 

R3 
ON Receive  

Msg  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Calculate 
 IP 

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R8 
ON RPB 

 executed  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

 Pay 
 Bil  

TIME During 15D 
TRIGGER Executed 

R9 
ON PB  

executed  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Save 
 Bil 

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

 
 

Fig. 1. ECATE rules based Business process 

 
This model represents the business process of the purchase order process as set of 
ECATE Rules. So, The business rules are governed as ECATE rules. The event 
“begin process” activates the business process. It represents customer order (it may 
be, for example, clicking on the button "Place an order"). The two rules R2 (policy of 
initial price calculation), R3 (policy of shipper selection) have the same event to be 
activated. They represent two Parts of business process which will be executed in 
parallel. The constraint " the bill payments must be made 15 days before the delivery 
date " is specified in the time condition of the rule R8.   The attribute time contains 
the value "during 15D" which means that if the execution of the action pay bill exceed 
15 day after the activating event "request pay bill executed", so the order will be re-
jected, and a compensation action, to compensate the executed action part effects, will 
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Be launched. The successful execution of  the rules R2 ,R3 actions will activate the 
rule R4. In turn, the execution of this rule action actives another rules. And so on, 
until the end of process rules set.  
So, the business process of the purchase order, in this example, is governed in a flexi-
ble way as a set of ECATE rules. A flexibility way mean that we can implement 
changes in some rules (parts of a business process) without affecting the rest of rules 
(other parts).  
But, this ECATE rule based model take only the functional concern of the process.    

3 Flexible integration of security concern 

Separation of concerns provides a way to separate development of the functionality 
and the crosscutting concerns (e.g., quality of service, security). This principle has 
become one of the cornerstone principle in software engineering, and has lead to a 
wide spread of aspect-oriented programming(AOP) approach [8]. The advantages in 
addressing each concern separately are transparency, evolution, understandability and 
scalability. More, it is necessary to bring them together to understand which global 
system properties emerge at any given activity [9]. Some scientific research efforts 
have interested to integrate the capture of security requirements in business process 
modeling. A survey of these works is given in [3]. But, they haven't used an ECA 
based formalism to capture the security requirement. Governing the business rules as 
ECA rules  with  separation of concerns have many benefits including[9] (1) the in-
herent ability of adapting any concern rules before imposing them on running services 
or components; (2) the promotion of understandability of each concern in isolation 
and then the study of the coherent composition.    
In order to integrate the security concern flexibly into a business process design, and 
benefit of the advantages of separation of two concerns: functional and security in 
business process modeling, we use, in this section, EUCATE rule, which is a variant 
of ECATE, to govern the security requirement. 
Our formalism EUCATE is defined as fellow: 
 
ON  Event 

USER  Activity User  

IF  Condition 

DO  Action 

TIME  Constraint of execution Time 

Trigger  Post Event 

It have the same semantic of ECATE. The added attribute user specifies the activity 
user. The figure 2 shows the integration of security requirements in the previous mod-
el, using EUCATE rule in separate concern. 
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R9 
ON PB executed  
IF  True 
DO  Execute:Save Bil 
TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 
 

R8 
ON RPB  

executed  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

 Pay Bil  
TIME During 15D 
TRIGGER Executed 

R11 
ON RPB executed
USER Customer 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

CustBanklogi
TIME RejectOrder  
TRIGGER Executed 

R12 
ON CustBanklogin executed  
USER Customer,  

AccountManager 
IF  Bill>M 
DO  Execute: 

Custhankautorization() 
TIME After 08h00, before 19h00 
TRIGGER Executed 

R3 
ON Receive Msg  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Calculate IP 
TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R10 
ON Receive Msg 
USER Customer 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

CompCust. 
Login  

TIME -   
TRIGGER Executed 

R7 
ON BC executed  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Request Pay 
Bil  

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R6 
ON FPC  

executed  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Calculate Bil   
TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R5 
ON IPC executed ^ 

SPC executed  
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

 Calcul FP  
TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R4 
ON Select 

executed 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Calculate SP  
TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R2 
ON Receive 

Msg 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Select 
shipper 

TIME - 
TRIGGER Executed 

R1 
ON BeginProcess 
IF  True 
DO  Execute: 

Request Order 
TIME - 
TRIGGER SendMessage 

 

Fig. 2. Integration of security concern  

 

The security requirements are modeled separately as set of EUCATE Rules. The sepa-
ration of concerns promotes the understandability of each concern in isolation. For 
example, The rules R10, R11, R12 are of security concern that govern a security con-
straints. These rules may be modeled and handled by a security expert designer, inde-
pendently of other concerns. The three rules R10 (policy of Company customer login) 
R2 (policy of initial price calculation), R3 (policy of shipper selection) have the same 
event to be activated. It is “begin process” event that represents customer order (it 
may be, for example, clicking on the button "Place an order").  However, they can't be 
activated at the same time, because they are of two different concerns. To avoid con-
flict between concerns, the security concern has more priority. In result, the rule R10 
is activated before the rules R2 and R3. More, the rules R2 and R3 can not be activat-
ed if the R10 is not activated successfully. In other words, the condition and the time 
condition of R10 must be satisfied. If not, the order will be rejected. So, it will be 
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useless to activate the rules R2 and R3. In a positive case, R2 and R3 will be activated 
in the same time, because they are of the same concern.  In turn, the execution of 
these rules actions actives another rules. And so on, until the end of process rules set.  

So, the business process of the purchase order is governed now in a flexible way as a 
set of rules divided on two concerns: security concern and functional concern. A flex-
ibility way mean that we can implement changes in some rules (parts of a business 
process) without affecting the rest of rules (other parts).  

4 Verification of rules based process 

It is important that a process model is correctly defined, analyzed, refined and verified 
before being deployed in the runtime environment[10]. 

The exceptions healing of the business process means that detecting the functional 
errors on the process and the risks on changing rules. These risks may be exceptions 
raised at run time like infinite loop and process non-termination, services deny.  

The verify of functioning of the business process by analyzing the graph of rules  
based process is not scope of this paper . We are interested here by the formal verifi-
cation of the rules based process. Our verification consists of two steps : the transfor-
mation of ECATE/EUCATE rules into a Petri net, and verification of such Petri net  

The steps of such verification are summarized in the following diagram: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.    Verification Environment 
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The oWFN (open WorkFlow) is a kind of Petri nets in order to verify the control-
lability property.  The transformation of ECA rules to Petri Net allows to verify rules 
based business process and to exploit technical verification of Petri nets in the frame-
work of business processes.   

The transformation steps are as follows:  

a. Structuring the used ECA rules 
 In our case,  the used rules must simples: the two sides must contain only one 
variable, in order to have reducing during the following steps. The complex 
rules can be represented by simple sub-rules.   

b. Research inputs and outputs 
The input are variables with non beginning and not having predecessors,The 
outputs are variables non final and have no successors.  

c. Combining rules  
This step consist to reduce simple rules number applying the following princi-
ples: 
Each left side of the rule must contain one input variable and one variable or 
one input and several variables. 
Each right side of the rule must contain one output and one variable or one out-
put and several variables. 
A rule doesn't contain an input and output in the same time. All the rules must 
respect the previous principles and are able te be combined.  

d. Rules from ECA to Petri Net 
Each rule becomes transition. The event and action becomes places. 

e. Verification of Petri net 
We verify the properties of Deadlock, Live lock, Boundness  and controllabil-
ity on the produced Petri net using tools of Petri net verification as Lola[12] 
and Fiona[13]. The detail of the verification is not given in this paper. 

5 Related work 

The authors in [6] believe that it is important to couple WS-BPEL with a model for 
expressing authorization policies and constraints, and a mechanism to enforce them. 
They see that it is important that such an authorization model be high-level and ex-
pressed in terms of entities that are relevant from the organizational perspective.  
They propose an extension of WS-BPEL syntax with an authorization model that also 
supports the specification of a large number of different types of constraints. But, 
BPEL is not flexible. 

[14] propose a flexible access control policies through the use of three classes of 
restraint rules in active cooperation: authorization rules, assignment rules and activa-
tion rules. A restraint rule consists of prerequisite conditions and a consequence. Each 
condition is in form of one or more weighted atomic conditions combined through 
logic operation connectors. 
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To enable a dynamic business process management, the authorization policies in 
[15] are expressed in an SQL-like language which can be rewritten into query sen-
tences for execution. The framework proposed supports dynamic integration and exe-
cution of multiple access control polices from disparate enterprise resources. 

In order to support the authorization policy development, [16] introduce a simple 
and readable authorization rules language implemented in a Ruby on Rails [17] au-
thorization plug-in that is employed in workflow application. Ruby on Rails is a Web 
development framework that supports agile development and draws from the meta-
programming features of the programming language Ruby. 

Authors in [18] propose active role-based access control model to assign permis-
sions to users in real time and automatically. They combine the role-based access 
control model with the active database. They exploit the characteristics of the active 
database to assign roles to users based on the event trigger, user and environmental 
conditions, and to assign permissions to roles using the RBAC model. 

6 Conclusions and future work 

In this paper, we present a flexible integration of security concern in a rules based 
business process modeling. We are proposed a new ECA based rules to govern the 
functional and security business rules in multi-concerns view. The approach is thor-
oughly illustrated using an order purchase example.  

How to manage this flexibility? What are the relationships between the rules of dif-
ferent concerns? How to recognize and heal the functional exceptions in rules based 
process? How to verify this rules based business process? Some answers for these 
questions will be subjects of future works. 
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